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ABSTRACT

A voluntaristic model of "open system" man

incorporating elements of choice and judgement, seems

crucial to understanding and evaluating the many ways man

organizes and orients himself in the natural world. To

discover the meaning of man's environmental actions the

model should include, in addition to a physical level,

three social levels of analysis: (1) personal, (2) societal,

and (3) cultural. Simulation models which incorporate one

or more of these social levels will undoubtedly contain

some variables and relationships which are subjectively

determined.

KSIM, a new simulation methodology/language is

discussed and applied to a simulation of the U.S. population-

natural resource system. KSIM was originally developed to

answer two problems suffered by most simulation models.

First, they seldom incorporate variables of a subjective

nature or those not easily quantified. Second, the

technical complexity of most models and languages inhibits

their use, understanding and acceptance by policy makers.

KSIM allows the users to input their subjective

judgements about objectively unknown relationships. The

resulting simulated model is run for a specified time period

thus allowing the users to analyze the results of their

viii
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perceptions about the system. The desired result is a

better insight into the real system through group discussions

which collectively analyze and define the group's percep-

tions of that real system.



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

According to its first definition, ecology was,

"the body of knowledge concerning the economy of nature."

In its currently accepted form, ecology is the study of the

mutual relations between organisms and their environment.

This is not to infer a simplicity of two distinct compartments.

An organism existing in its biotic-abiotic environment is

part of the biotic environment of other organisms. The

complexity --the web --of interrelationships which comprise

our physical environment, while far from being understood,

is no longer taken simply on faith by only a few ecologists

(Kormondy 1965, 1969, and Odum 1959).

These complexities have been revealed as man

extended his technologies into unstudied and unrealized

ecosystems with the hope of maximizing an objective function

constrained by a simplistic view of the environment. The

Committee on Science in the Promotion of Human Welfare of

the American Association for the Advancement of Science

(1965; 191) acknowledged the complexity in the following

statement.

1
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... new, large-scale experiments and techno-
logical developments of modern science frequently
lead to unanticipated effects. The lifetime of the
artificial belts of radiation established by the
Starfish nuclear explosion was seriously under-
estimated in the calculations which preceded the
experiment. Synthetic detergents were committed
to full-scale economic exploitation before it was
discovered that an important fault -- resistance
to bacterial degradation in sewage systems --would
eventually require that they be withdrawn from the
market. The hazards of pesticides to animal life
were not fully known until pesticides were
massively disseminated in the biosphere; the medical
risk to man has hardly been evaluated.

"This great web, an ecologist said, is not only more

complex than we think. It is more complex than we can think

(Bowen 1970; 192)."

Man in His Environment 

Klausner (1971; 4) explicates two distinct theories on

man and nature that have persisted and variously dominated

in social thought. The deterministic theory holds that

human behavioral actions are caused by natural events.

Physical characteristics of the environment (e.g., climate,

flora, and fauna) are seen as causative variables of

individual and social behavior. A more acceptable contemporary

view of human behavior is that of a negotiation between man

and nature. Psychologist Kurt Lewin (1935; 73) expressed this

position with the equation:

B = f(P,E)
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This says that (B) behavior is a (f) function of both the

(P) person and (E) environment. It must be pointed out

that (P) and (E) are not considered independent from each

other. Human perceptions and actions define and reshape the

environment and are redefined and reshaped in the continuing

encounter. Ignoring the symbolic, interpretive, or

subjective aspects of meaning involved in human actions

toward their environment reduces culture to instinctive or

conditioned responses to environmental conditions (Hawley

1950, and Lorenz 1966). Klausner (1971; 27) notes that, "If

this were true, cultural variability could be predicted from

physical environmental variability." However, it cannot.

For example, "Some littoral peoples develop fishing

industries, but others treat the sea as a wall (Klausner

1971; 27)."

Firey (1960) develops the concept of "voluntaristic

action" for man in his environment. The concept is not

deterministic, but rather actions must be chosen from

variously determined alternatives. For example, each

resource has a set of possible uses and each use has

ecological, ethnological, and economical characteristics.

Ayres (1972; 36) touches on the economical aspects in this

statement: "It is an elementary point, though often over-

looked, that alternative technologies are often available
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to produce a given product (or service), differing only

slightly in cost, but perhaps radically in other respects -

including residuals output."

Human action initially and fundamentally develops

from its own exigencies. Ecological constraints pose

partial restrictions to human action, but man's response

to these constraints and to the ethnological and economical

constraints appears on socio-cultural and psychological

levels, as well as the physical level (Krader 1955, Thompson

and Van Houten 1970, and Klausner 1971). A voluntaristic

model of "open system" man incorporating elements of choice

and judgement, seems crucial to understanding and evaluating

the many ways man organizes and orients himself in the

natural world. To discover the meaning of man's environ-

mental actions the model should include, in addition to the

physical level, three social levels of analysis: (1) personal,

(2) societal, and (3) cultural. Each of these levels may

be analyzed according to three recognized modes of meaning:

cognitive, affective (emotional), and evaluative (Klausner

1971, and Parsons and Shils 1951). The cognitive mode

consists of perceptions of environmental conditions and

potentialities. The cognition of resources and technologies

defines their roles in each cultural system. Cognitions

change in time. The role of a black man was cognitively

defined as that of slave; polluted rivers were cognitively



defined as an acceptable consequence and sign of progress.

Both cognitions are undergoing change on the three levels:

personal, societal, and cultural. Emotions toward the

environment such as friendliness or hostility are

relegated to the affective mode. Value judgements concerning

aesthetic quality are the concern of the evaluative mode.

Objectivity and Subjectivity 

Simulation models which incorporate the physical

level and one or more of the social levels will undoubtedly

contain some variables and relationships which are

subjectively determined. Objectivity versus subjectivity

tends to arouse emotional considerations, therefore some

clarification of their definitions, as used here, is

necessary. Concerning the decision making process,

Thompson and Van Houten (1970; 164) provide this comparison.

Objective rationality exists when the
alternative chosen is in fact the very best
one, and in a complicated world it is virtually
impossible to have the kind of knowledge needed
to attain it ... Subjective rationality simply
means that man makes the best choices he can
within his perceptions of his situation ...
Only if man is self-sufficient (with respect
to the issue at hand) and independent is there
a chance of determining objectively whether
he is rational. Seldom, in reality, is man
either self-sufficient or independent.
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With this concept of objectivity and subjectivity it is not

a question of one being preferable to the other, but rather

to acknowledge where along the objective-subjective

continuum one's actions lie. Sanders (1963; 192) points out

that too often objective and subjective meteorological

forecasts are treated as competitors, the superior thus

relegating the inferior to non-use, whereas a combination

of both might be preferred.

The concept of general systems theory has helped

reveal the fact that decision-makers operate on the world

as they best perceive it, not as it objectively "really"

is. This recognition provided the impetus for developing

heuristic programming and subjective probabilities (Gore

1964, and Simon 1960). Heuristic programming or heuristic

decision-making is an attempt to simplify cognitive

complexity. Where objective identification of relationships

is not possible, substitutions are made such as: human

perception, subjective reasoning, expert opinion, and

collective consensus. The worth of the heuristic process

may be realized if the obvious faults of its total

subjectivity can be controlled. Computer simulations may

provide the necessary control. Forrester (1971) identifies

the unexcelled ability of the human brain to perceive and

categorize simple cause-effect relationships. That ability,

however, does not extend through to a comprehensive mental
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model of the complex, dynamic nonlinear feedback system

within which these simple relationships are imbedded.

Computer simulations are an attempt to incorporate these

many simple relationships into a model of the nonlinear

feedback system that is comprehensible.

Objectives of Study 

The objective of this study is to present a computer

simulation language and procedure which allows a group of

users to input their collective, subjective judgements about

objectively unknown relationships along with objectively

known relationships. The purpose is to provide a mathe-

matical model which requires and utilizes thoughtful

consideration and discussion of the group's intuitive

knowledge and perceptions of subjective system variables.

The resulting simulated model is run for a specified time

period thus allowing the users to analyze the simulated

results of their perceptions about the system. The desired

result is better insight into the real system and a better

understanding of the user's perceptions, through group

discussions which collectively analyze, define, and perhaps

redefine the group's perceptions of the real system.

A description of simulations and other modeling

procedures including definitions and characteristics are

presented in Chapter 2. The chapter also discusses the use

of simulations in education and the derived benefits.
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Chapter 3 explains a variation of a new simulation

language, KSIM. The original KSIM, "A new methodology/

language ... serves to make available the workings of

cross-impact analysis ... to a much larger audience in that

no technical sophistication is required to become expressive

in the new language (Kane 1972a)." The mathematical

relationships of the variate-KSIM are explained both

algebraically and graphically.

Chapter 4 contains a step-by-step example for

designing a simulation model of a real system using the

variate-KSIM methodology.

A summary of the methodology including its possible

applications, benefits, and limitations is discussed in

Chapter 5.



CHAPTER 2

DESCRIPTION OF SIMULATIONS

The art of simulating is in its infancy; the growth

process may eventually produce a "theory of simulation,"

but currently no theory exists. "That is, there is no

formal, general way of deducing simulators for specific

situations; specific models are derived by the artistry of

the analyst and by empirical rules (Aronofsky 1969; 20)."

Little consensus exists on an acceptable definition of

simulation or simulation modeling. Below are three examples

of proposed definitions.

"... 'x simulates y' is true if and only if (a) x

and y are formal systems; (b) y is taken to be the real

system; (c) x is taken to be an approximation to the real

system, and (d) the rules of validity in x are non-error-

free (Churchman 1963; 12)."

Naylor et al. (1966; 3) formulated the following

definition for simulations of business and economic systems.

Simulation is a numerical technique for conducting
experiments on a digital computer which involves
certain types of mathematical and local models that
describe the behavior of a business or economic system
(or some component thereof) over extended periods of
real time.

9
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Shubik (1964; 909) provided what is probably the more popular

definition of simulation:

A simulation of a system or an organism is the
operation of a model or simulator which is a rep-
resentation of the system or organism. The model
is amenable to manipulations which would be
impossible, too expensive or impractical to perform
on the entity it portrays. The operations of the
model can be studied and, from it, properties
concerning the behavior of the actual system or
its subsystem can be inferred.

Classification of Models 

A simulation is usually a model, but not all models

are simulations. Aronofsky (1969; 22) classifies models

into four types: descriptive, physical, symbolic, and

procedural. All four types of models, in a sense, simulate

some area of reality, but Aronofsky restricts the use of the

term "simulation" to the execution of procedural models.

Descriptive models are quite simply a native

language (as opposed to a computer language) formulation of

a system wherein numerous intuitive judgements are incor-

porated. The outcome of this method is a decision or

system description which is difficult to communicate due to

the hidden internal-intuitive judgements. However, this

method is most commonly used for decision making due to its

low cost and the lack of modeling techniques that can

readily incorporate intuitive knowledge (Aronofsky 1969).
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Physical models involve controllable variables,

performance criteria, and a search technique. Estimates

of starting values for the controllable variables are given

and the model predicts the value of the performance criteria.

The search technique is used to vary the controllable

variables in directions which lead to improved performance.

Physical models are used to design floor plan layouts,

circuit design, and airport design. They are often expensive

to construct and are limited to a particular problem

(Aronofsky 1969).

Symbolic modeling is identified by its use of

concise, "proven" mathematical symbols and relationships

to describe the interaction of the system variables.

Symbolic models are most thoroughly incorporated in

operations research and as in other scientific disciplines,

have figures substantially in its acceptance and progress

(Ackoff 1962).

The procedural model is most nearly synonymous with

simulation. Simulation modeling usually contains elements

of design and operation common to one or more of the three

methods discussed above. Simulation models utilize

mathematical and logical processes, but less definitive

than the explicit mathematical calculus used in symbolic

modeling. Symbolic modeling as depicted by linear and
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dynamic programming involves optimization through an explicit

system of constraints and an objective function. Whereas

a simulation model consists of mathematical and logical

relationships, hypothesized to describe the real situation

of simultaneously interacting, interdependent variables.

Any optimizing that might be performed would involve a

search or enumeration process.

Simulation in Education

The use of simulations in education for the past

8 to 10 years has led to a somewhat general consensus

regarding major derived benefits. Shubik (1964; 273) and

Cherryholmes (1966; 7) believe that the major benefits from

simulations may derive from participant construction,

operation and revision of the model. Simulations which do

not allow this confrontation simply promote participant

memorization of the simulation structure. Learning is then

limited due to little opportunity to "discover or validate"

the model. Designing the model through selection of

relevant variables, theorizing relationships and weighting

parameters is the method of a scientist in constructing

theory. And Bruner (1960, 1966) argues that this should also be

the method of the learner in discovering a subject. Ideally,

the participants would design the model based on objective

and subjective information, and validate their design thus
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"testing their beliefs about the referent system." A

re-design of the model based on their validation efforts

would complete the cyclical process (Cherryholmes 1966; 7).

In two studies concerned with the educational worth

of simulation games for business management (Dill and

Doppelt 1963, McKenney and Dill 1966) it was cori.oborated

and reported that, "In the view of most players learning

comes predominantly from the organizational experiences

of working with their teammates to make decisions rather

than from the specific nature of the decisions they are

asked to make (McKenney and Dill 1966; 28)." It was not the

specific structure of the simulated game or environment

which produced the learning experience, but rather the

interaction and communication of ideas between thinking

and reasoning human beings acting in a simulated business

environment. Although the benefits of some simulations

are dependent on the accuracy of the final computer print

out of "answers", the worth of "educational" simulations

might be measured in terms of promoted communication of

ideas and hypotheses, developed insight and efficacy toward

complex systems.



Efficacy, the sense of ability to understand and

thus purposefully affect one's environment, and its

opposite - alienation, the sense of one's inability to

affect his environment are contemporary concerns. Boocock

(1966; 15) makes the following statement:

A final observation about the nature of feelings
of efficacy is that they can apparently occur along
with a realization of the difficulties of decision-
making in complex social situations. ... practicing
in a simulated environment gave some players greater
confidence in their ability to control social
situations, at the same time that they acquired a
more realistic view of what the situation was like
and saw the necessity for further learning about it.

14



CHAPTER 3

DESCRIPTION OF KSIM

The new methodology/language, KSIM, was developed

by Dr. Julius Kane, Professor of Mathematical Ecology at

the University of British Columbia. KSIM was developed in

an attempt to answer two problems suffered by most

simulation models. First, they seldom incorporate

variables of a subjective nature or those not readily

quantified. In general this means that to some degree the

social, cultural, and personal levels of analysis are

excluded from the simulation model. Second, the technical

complexity of most simulation models and languages inhibits

their use, understanding and acceptance by policy makers.

Kane (1972a) says, "It was the purpose of our research to

try and design a simulation procedure - or better yet, a

simulation language in which technically unsophisticated

people could quickly become fluent in the logical expression

of cross-impact concepts."

15
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Mathematical Properties 

The simulation language (KSIM) was developed such

that the following properties might be met (Kane 1972a):

(1) System variables are bounded. It is now

widely recognized that any variable of human significance

cannot increase indefinitely. There must be distinct

limits. In an appropriate set of units these can always

be set to one or zero.

(2) A variable increases or decreases according

to whether the net impact of the other variables is

positive or negative.

(3) A variable's response to a given impact

decreases to zero as that variable approaches its upper

or lower bound. It is generally found that bounded growth

and decay processes exhibit this sigmoidal character.

(4) All other things being equal, a variable

will produce greater impact on the system as it grows

larger.

(5) Complex interactions are described by a

looped network of binary interactions

Consider the following mathematical structure.

Since state variables are bounded above and below, they

can be rescaled to the range zero to one. Thus for each

variable (x.) we have

O < x 1 (t) < 1, for all i = 1, 2, . .	 N and all t > 0. (1)



The mathematical calculations are carried out on an

iterative basis, with At denoting one time iteration.

ThenVOisavectorwithentriesx-(0), the initial

values of the variables. X(kAt) is the same vector

after k iterations. To preserve boundedness, successive

vectors are calculated by the iterative transformation

xi (t + At) = xi (t) P i (t) 	(2)

where the exponent Pi(t) is given by

17

Pi(t) -

At1 +	 E { laij + B1j1-(a1j + Bi))xj(t)
2 (3)  

At1 + — E { laij + Bij1+(aij + Bij)}xj(t)
2	 j „. 1

where

N is the number of column variables;

aij is the coefficient from the cross-impact matrix,

giving the direct effect of xj upon xi;

	1 	Bij = bij •	 •	 slope of xj(t);	 (4)
x- (t)

bij is the coefficient from the cross-impact matrix,

giving the derivative effect of xj upon xi

(Kane 1972a; Kane, Thompson and Vertinsky 1972: 285).

Notice that when the expression for Bij from equation (4)

1 
is substituted in equation (3) the	 and- (t) willx3

x 3-(t)



ative effects on xil.+ AtPi(t) - sum of ne

1 + At (sum of positive effects on xi)
(5)

cancel. Thus, the derivative effect of xj on xi equals

• slope of xj(t). And the direct effect of xj on xi

equals aij	 • xj(t).

Equation (3) can be made somewhat clearer by

writing it in the following form.

18

Thus, the negative direct and derivative effects are

separated from the positive ones. The absolute value of

the negative effects are summed in the numerator and the

value of the positive effects are summed in the denominator.

To explain equations (2) thru (5), consider a three

variable system of xi, x2, and x3. First, we want to

calculate the value of P l (t) which represents the total

effect or impact upon variable xi from both x2 and x3,

during some time period, t. For the effect of x 2 on x l

assume the following:

a-- = a 1,2 = 4.0 (direct effect coefficient)

x2(t) = 0.5	 (value of xj(t))

bij = b1 , 2 = 2.0	 (derivative effect
coefficient)

slope of x2(t) = 1.0	 (slope of xj(t))



and for the effect of x3 on xl:

19

aij =	 a1 , 3 = -3.0

x 3 (t)	 = 0.4

bij = b1 , 3 = -1.5

(direct effect coefficient)

(Aralueofx.(t ) )
3

(derivative effect
coefficient)

slope of x3(t) = 0.8 (slope of xj (t))

and that At = 0.1. Substituting these values in equation

(5) we have

1.0 + 0.1 1(-3.0)(0.4) + ( -1 . 5 )( 0 . 8 )1 	(6)P 1 (t) - 	 '

1.0 + 0.1 ((4.0)(0.5) + (2.0)(1.0))

-

1.0 + 0.24 
Pi(t) -	 - 0.89

1.0 + 0.40

(7)

To find the new value of xl we use equation (2). For this

purpose, assume that x1(t) = 0.5, and upon substitution we

have:

xl(t + At) = (0.3) 0.89 = 0.54	 (8)

To summarize, the positive effects on xl were greater than

the negative effects, thus causing Pi(t) to be less than 1.0

(P i (t) = 0.89). Upon substitution in equation (2), x l was

increased from 0.5 to 0.54.
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When the negative effects are greater than the

positive ones, Pi(t) > 1 and equation (2) will decrease

since 0 < xi(t) < 1. And if the positive effects are

greater than the negative ones, Pi(t) < 1 and equation (2)

increases. Finally, when the negative and positive effects

are equal, P i (t) = 1 and xi(t + At) remains constant. Thus

the second condition holds.

Equation (5) guarantees that P i (t) > 0 for all

I = 1, 2, ..., N and all t > O. Thus the iterative

transformation (2) maps the open interval (0,1) onto

itself, preserving boundedness of the state variables

(condition 1 above). From the iterative transformation it

is clear that as xi(t) 4. 0 or 1, then xi(t + At) 4- 0 or 1

and the slope of xi(t), 
dxi(t)4- 0 (condition 3). From
dt

equationMobservethatas xi.(t) increases then P 1 (t)4-

or 0 (depending on the sum of the negative and positive

effects) and. x. (t + At) in equation (2) will receive1

greater impact (condition 4). Condition 5 is satisfied

since the system behavior is modeled through the

coefficients a 1-- and bij each 
of which describes the

3

binary interaction of x j upon xi (Kane 1972a).

CO
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Variation of KSIM 

Since the original KSIM was developed a number

of variations have been produced. Speaking about the

direct effect coefficients (aii), Kane (1972a) says,

"In more advanced versions of KSIM any of these coefficients

may be a function of the state variables and time." The

variation (V-KSIM) developed here is intended to add

flexibility to the original KSIM with a minimum of increased

complexity. To the direct and derivative effect coefficients

is added a third: the critical effect coefficient. The

critical coefficient may be used when the impacting variable,

xj, reaches a critical level. Thus to use the critical

coefficient a critical level for x j must be set. For

example, consider the two variables (1) U.S. population

and (2) U.S. natural resources. The effect of U.S.

population on U.S. natural resources can be modeled by

setting values for the direct and derivative coefficients.

However, we might desire to set a critical level for U.S.

population, e.g.,300 million persons, above which the

effect on the U.S. natural resources becomes severe and

is represented by the critical coefficient.
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Since for any variable there might exist an upper

and lower critical level and critical coefficient we have

cl clij z ; and cciju cci jk . The critical effect

coefficients are incorporated into the mathematical

structure such that the derivative effect is increased.

The upper critical level and coefficient change Bij to

	

dx.(t)	 xj(t)- cliju
	B.-	 •
	 (1+ 	

	

ij	 x(t)	 dt	 (1-xj(t))exp ccij u

(9)

and the lower level and coefficient change it to

bij	 dxj(t)	 cl-. -x-(t)1j56	 J
	• ( 1 + 	= x(t)	 •	 dt	 x(t) exp ccij k

(10)

The term inside the brackets, equation (9) and (10) is
-

always equal to or greater than one. Since .001 <

x(t) < .9985, (these limitations are due to computer

computational restrictions) the bracketed term does not

approach infinity, but it does modulate the effect of

dxj(t)/dt approaching 0 as x(t)	 1 or 0. To sum up,

the critical effect causes an increased derivative effect

(Bu), but does not keep the derivative effect from

equaling zero when the slope of the impacting variable

(dx -(t)/dt) equals zero.j
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Some Working Definitions 

V-KSIM utilizes three types of coefficients:

(1) direct, (2) derivative, and (3) critical, to describe

each pairwise relationship in the simulation model. The

following definitions will facilitate determining which

coefficients apply in each pairwise relationship.

Direct Effect Coefficient (aii): To determine

whether variable A has a direct effect on variable

B the question is asked, "If A remains constant,

will B increase, decrease or not be effected?"

If it is felt that B will increase then a positive

direct effect (+ aii) is said to exist and if it

is felt that B will decrease a negative direct

effect (- aii) exists. To indicate no effect on

B, aii is set equal to zero.

Derivative Effect Coefficient: There are two

derivative effect coefficients, one when variable

A has a positive slope, the second when the slope

is negative. The first coefficient, DEP,

(derivative effect positive) is determined by

asking, "If A increases (positive slope), what will

happen to B?" If B increases, the effect is said

to represent a positive relationship (i.e., A and

B react similarly) and DEP requires a positive
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value (+DEP); a decreasing B requires a negative

value (-DEP); and no change in B means that

DEP = O. To determine the second derivative effect

coefficient, DEN, the question is asked, "If A

decreases (negative slope), what happens to B?"

If B decreases, the effect is said to represent

a positive relationship (i.e., A and B react

similarly) and DEN will be positive (+DEN); if B

increases then a negative value is required (-DEN);

and no change in B requires that DEN = O.

Critical Effect Coefficient: The critical effect

coefficient is used to strengthen the derivative

effect coefficients above or below some critical

level. Thus if A increases in value above the

specified upper critical level then the critical

effect coefficient is used to strengthen the

positive derivative effect coefficient (DEP)

acting on B. Similarly if A decreases below the

lower critical level, the negative derivative

effect coefficient (DEN) is strengthened.
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Graphic Results from V-KSIM 

This section will give the reader some familiarity

and insight into the resulting graphic interactions of

pairwise relationships which incorporate the various

coefficients. To explain the notation used in the matrices

of coefficients, consider the two variable system, A and B.

A

1.0
2.0
3.0
0.7 0.3
1.0 2.0

Note that the coefficients within an element represent the

impact of one variable upon another according to the arrow.

Thus, a blank element indicates that no relationship exists

between the two variables. The coefficients in the lower

left hand corner represent the impact of A on B. The

coefficients are stored in an element as follows

Direct effect

DEP

DEN

Critical levels

Critical coefficient

A

1.0

2.0

3.0

0.7 (upper)	 0.3 (lower)

1.0 (upper)	 2.0 (lower)
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To show the variation due to direct effects only,

Table I was produced. This table or matrix is designed to

simulate the results of seven variables each acting only

upon itself (A:A, B:B, etc.) over the range of 0.5 to 4.0.

Figure 1 is the graphical result of the matrix in Table 1.

Each curve represents the result of a variable acting upon

itself at the various direct effect values. The title of

each curve is the same as its direct effect value.

Figure 2 was also produced from the matrix of

coefficients in Table 1, however the starting value for

each variable has been changed from 0.1 to 0.4. This shows

the effect due to the variable's value through time. The

effect is the result of multiplying the direct effect

coefficient by the value of the impacting variable in each

time period. The reader may want to verify for himself

that each of the curves in Figure 2 is in fact the same

shape as its corresponding curve in Figure 1, above the

0.4 level.

To illustrate the derivative effect coefficient

in conjunction with the direct effect coefficient, Table 2

was constructed. The results of this matrix of coefficients

are plotted in Figure 3. The curves retain their

sigmoidal shape from Figure 1, however, the increased

positive effect causes an increased slope, with the 0.5

curve being the most affected and the 4.0 curve the least.
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Table 1. Matrix of Direct Effect Coefficients
for Figures 1 and 2

Lf1

CD
	

CD

CD

0.5
DEP
DEN
CRITL	 1 , 2
CRTTV 1,2

.5

0.75 .75
DEP
DEN
CRITL	 1,2
CRITV	 1,2

1.0 1.0
DEP
DEN
CRITL	 1,2
CRITV 1,2

1.5 1.5
DEP .
DEN
CRITL	 1,2
CRITV 1,2

2.0 2.0
DEP
DEN
CRITL 1,2
CRITV 1,2

3.0 3.0
DEP
DEN
CRITL	 1,2
CRITV 1,2

4.0 4.0

DEP
• DEN
CRITL 1,2

.CRITV 1,2 _ _
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Table 2. Matrix of Direct and Derivative
Effect Coefficients for Figure 3

C.)	 r-i
	

C•1

0.5
DEP
DEN
CRITL	 1,2
CRITV 1,2

.5
1.0

0.75 .75
DEP 1.0
DEN
CRITL	 1,2
CRITV 1,2

1.0 1.0
DEP 1.0
DEN
CRITL	 1,2
CRITV 1,2

1.5 1.5
DEP . 1.0
DEN
CRITL 1,2
CRITV 1,2

2.0 2.0
DEP 1.0
DEN
CRITL	 1,2
CRITV 1,2
3.0 3.0
DEP 1.0
DEN •
CRITL 1,2
CRITV 1,2

4.0 4.0
DEP 1.0
DEN
CRITL 1,2
,CRITV 1,2
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Figure 4 is an example of the critical effect

coefficients and their effect on the shape of a curve.

The matrix of these coefficients is found in Table 3.

The graph shows the effect of variable A on each of the

other variables. The relationship of A:A is simply a

direct effect of 1.0. Notice that this curve is the same

as the 1.0 curve in Figure 2. The relationship between

A and 0.0 or A:0.0 may be considered as our "control."

Curve 0.0 shows the effect of A on 0.0 with a positive

derivative effect coefficient of 0.5 and without a

critical effect. Curves 0.5 through 2.0 illustrate the

effects of critical effect coefficients of increasing

values. The critical level, i.e., the value of variable

A when the critical effect begins to operate is set at

0.7. Notice that curves 0.0 through 2.0 have the same

shape until A reaches the 0.7 level whereupon the various

critical coefficients are implemented.

Figures 1 thru 4 offer a limited introduction to

the use of the direct, derivative and critical effect

coefficients. The use of the three types of coefficients

in various combinations and values offers extensive

variability for curve shaping. The four example figures

shown are but a small number of the family of curves which
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Table 3. Matrix of Critical Effect Coefficients
for Figure 4

IJI	 CD
	

CD

1, 4

A
DEP
DEN
CRITL
CRITV

1,2
1,2

1.0

0.0
DEP .5
DEN
CRITL 1,2
CRITV 1,2

0.5
DEP .5
DEN
CRITL 1,2 .7
CRITV 1,2 .5

0.75
DEP .5
DEN
CRITL 1,2 .7
CRITV 1,2 .75

1.0
DEP .5
DEN
CRITL 1,2 .7
CRITV 1,2 1.0

1.5
DEP .5
DEN .

CRITL 1,2 .7
CRITV 1,2 1.5

2.0
DEP .5
DEN
CRITL 1,2 .7
CRITV 1,2 2.0
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can be generated to aid the users in choosing coefficients

and starting values for a particular simulation model. It

is highly recommended that the users engage in a

process of "experimenting" with the coefficients to

generate a set of curves as an aid to the simulation process.



CHAPTER 4

USING THE VARIATE-KSIM

This chapter will apply, in a step-by-step fashion,

the variate-KSIM language to a simulation of the population-

resources system in the United States.

Four general steps outline this simulation

procedure:

1. Problem definition

2. System conceptualization

3. Model construction

4. Model simulation

A specific delineation of the problem into questions

to be answered and objectives to be met is necessary. In

the sample simulation of U.S. population and resources,

hereafter called POP-RESO, the question was, "What might

be the effects of our environmental policies on our

population and vice versa?" The objective is to gain

insight into the broad system of human population and

natural resources. Notice that the goal is insight into

the behavior of a system, and not the model itself.

36
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System Conceptualization 

Conceptualizing the system and constructing the

model are somewhat similar, however, it is felt that their

separation will promote a more definitive understanding of

the simulation process. System conceptualization concerns

"what to model" and model construction entails "how to

model it."

The first problem in defining the system is deciding

what variables are relevant. The variables choosen will

depend upon our problem definition, i.e., the objectives

of the simulation. Our system is the U.S. population and

its environment. The importance of some variables may be

clear, e.g., population; natural resources and environmental

quality. The relevancy of other variables is less clear.

For example, we could include some measure for (1) standard

of living, (2) technological applications, or (3) cultural

changes. No clear, objective procedure exists for

differentiating between relevant and irrelevant variables.

Emshoff and Sisson (1970; 52) state, "A relevant variable is

a characteristic or attribute of the system that is

observed to take on different values and that in some way

affects the measure of performance of the system over this

range of values." As this statement indicates, choosing

relevant variables is at present a subjective and rather

undefinitive process.



Once a particular variable has been chosen, the

question of degree of aggregation arises. Aggregation

allows simplicity in a model by using gross variables

whereas disaggregation differentiates gross variables

into component parts thus adding detail and complexity.

The level of aggregation is influenced by the objectives

of the simulation. Relatively simple objectives call for

less disaggregation than more complex objectives.

However, as Hamilton, et al. (1969; 102) note, "If one

disaggregates too extensively, he finds himself adding

complexity without adding to the explanatory value of the

model." The level of disaggregation may also depend on

any of the following: (1) available time and monies,

(2) computer storage or program size limitations, and

(3) available disaggregated data.

For the sample simulation, POP-RESO, the following

variables were chosen.

1. Population

2. Birth rate

3. Death rate

4. Average age

5. Natural Resources

6. Environmental quality

7. Technology

8. Conflict

38
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Each variable must be adequately defined in the

context of the simulation if communication and understanding

are to prevail. In a simulation of broad scope (e.g.,

POP-RESO) the variables will necessarily take on broad

definitions. This broadness of definition does not mean

that the variable can assume any and all possible definitions.

Even a broad definition can and should have distinct

boundaries of meaning the crossing of which would lead to

misunderstandings and error.

The variable "population" is defined as the total

number of people in the United States. The starting value

of 194,580,000, obtained from U.S. Bureau of the Census

(1967), was the estimated 1965 U.S. population. The vertical

axis in Figure 5 has been scaled such that 0.0 corresponds

to a population of 0.0, and 1.0 to a population of

389,160,000 or twice the estimated 1965 population. Thus,

population, which starts at 194,580,000 is located at 0.5

on the vertical axis. The population, although plotted

as a whole, is in fact disaggregated by sex into 18 groups

of five year intervals (see Table 4). This allows age

specific birth and survival rates to be used and guarantees

a more accurate population total.
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Table 4. Estimated Population of the United States
by Age and Sex in 1965 (In Thousands)

Age Male Female Total

Under 5 years 10,432 10,002 20,434

5 to 9 10,426 10,092 20,519

10 to	 14 9,635 9,321 18,956

15 to	 19 8,655 8,396 17,052

20 to	 24 6,872 6,795 13,667

25 to 29 5,627 5,697 11,324

30 to 34 5,464 5,570 11,034

35 to 39 5,892 6,092 11,984

40 to 44 6,069 6,378 12,447

45 to 49 5,589 5,879 11,468

50	 to	 54 5,152 5,424 10,577

55 to 59 4,421 4,736 9,157

60 to 64 3,710 4,099 7,809

65 to 69 2,870 3,427 6,298

70	 to	 74 2,283 2,906 5,189

75	 to	 79 1,545 2,054 3,599

80 to 84 820 1,175 1,995

85 and over 413 662 1,075

All ages 95,875 98,708 194,583
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The data for age-specific birth rates (Table 5)

and for age-sex-specific survival rates (Table 6) were also

taken from U.S. Bureau of the Census (1967). The Series D

birth rates were used as starting values because this series

most nearly simulated the forthcoming 1970 population census.

The birth rate, plotted on the graph as BIRT, is the average

annual birth rate in percent for the whole population.

BIRT - Total Annual Births	
X 100.

Total Population

The variable BIRT is scaled such that 0.0 on the vertical

scale equals a 0.0% birth rate and 1.0 (vertical scale)

equals 4.0% birth rate. Therefore the starting value of

0.398 (vertical scale) corresponds to a 1.59% birth rate.

The death rate, plotted as DEAT, is the average

annual death rate, in percent, for the whole population.

DEAT - Total Annual Deaths 
x 100.

Total Population

BEAT is scaled such that 0.0 (vertical scale) equals a 0.0%

death rate and 1.0 (vertical scale) equals a 4.0% death rate.

The starting value of 0.19 corresponds to the estimated 1965

death rate of 0.76%.
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Table 5. Annual Age-Specific Birth Rates
(Per 1,000 Women)

Age of Women Series
A

Series
B

Series
C

Series
D

15 to 19 years a 87.4 77.0 64.5 51.8

20 to	 24 233.7 203.6 168.0 131.8

25 to	 29 180.9 167.9 150.8 133.8

30 to 34 102.5 103.1 101.6 100.4

35 to 39 50.7 53.0 54.3 55.9

40 to 44 14.0 14.6 15.0 15.4

45 to 49 b 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.9

a Includes births to women under 15 years of age

b Includes births to women 50 years old and over
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Table 6. Projected Five-Year Survival Rates
for 1965-1970, for the Total U.S.
Population, by Sex

Initial	 Terminal
Age	 Age Male	 Female

Births	 .	 .	 . .	 Under 5 .9716 .9780

Under	 5	 .	 . .	 5	 to	 9 .9957 .9966

5	 to	 9	 .	 .	 . .	 10	 to	 14 .9979 .9984

10	 to	 14	 .	 . .	 15	 to	 19 .9957 .9979

15	 to	 19	 .	 . .	 20	 to	 24 .9922 .9969

20	 to	 24	 .	 . .	 25	 to	 29 .9910 .9961

25	 to	 29	 .	 . .	 30	 to	 34 .9908 .9949

30	 to	 34	 .	 . .	 35	 to	 39 .9880 .9926

35	 to	 39	 .	 . .	 40	 to	 44 .9820 .9888

40	 to	 44	 .	 . .	 45	 to	 49 .9713 .9832

45	 to	 49	 .	 . .	 50	 to	 54 .9533 .9747

50	 to	 54	 .	 . .	 55	 to	 59 .9269 .9628

5 5 	to	 59	 .	 . .	 60	 to	 64 .8919 .9444

60	 to	 64	 .	 . .	 65	 to	 69 .8400 .9142

65	 to	 69	 .	 . .	 70	 to	 74 .7757 .8684

70	 to	 74	 .	 . .	 75	 to	 79 .6992 .7965

75	 to	 79	 .	 . .	 80	 to	 84 .5936 .6844

80 and over .	 85 and over .3779 .4235
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The average age, AGE, is plotted to give a rough

indication of the population's structure.

AGE -
Z individual ages 

total population

The average age in 1965 is estimated to be 34.1 years.

AGE is scaled such that 0.0 (vertical scale) equals an

average age of zero. And 1.0 (vertical scale) equals an

average age of 80 years. Thus the 1965 average of 34.1

years is plotted at 0.426 (vertical scale).

The remaining four variables are quite broad in

scope and definition. No attempt has been made to

disaggregate them in this sample model. Disaggregation is

possible and could add potential for insight - up to that

point of adding complexity to the detriment of comprehension.

Natural resources, RESO, is defined as the available

energy, mineral, and food resources within U.S. geographical

boundaries. It is assumed that imported resources are held

constant at their 1965 rates. Available resources is that

portion of the total stock of renewable and nonrenewable

resources that man can make available given his

technological and economical situation. Setting a starting

value for RESO is clearly a subjective estimation. Our

technological ability to measure our resources is

insufficient to perform the task (Committee on Resources

and Man, 1969). Therefore, a starting value of RESO = 0.6
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has been assigned to indicate a fairly plentious supply

remaining, although a sizeable portion of the amount once

available (1.0) has been used.

Environmental quality, represented by ENVI, is a

broad measure of the life support systems of the environment.

These life support systems are not simply defined relative

to man's survival, but rather in relation to all species of

plant and animal. The starting value of 0.65 for ENVI was

chosen by purely subjective analysis of the environmental

situation in the U.S. A value of 0.0 would represent a

completely hostile environment to all living species,

whereas a value of 1.0 would indicate perfect harmony

between all living and nonliving entities according to the

natural laws.

It was felt that a variable representing the

relative stability of society would be significantly

affected and effective in the POP-RESO model. The variable,

termed conflict, and plotted as CONF, is predominantly a

measure of the unconstructive, tension provoking human

contacts. A value of 1.0 would thus represent chaos and

0.0 the return of paradise on earth. A starting value of

0.4 for CONF was chosen to reflect this author's opinion

that while our society is far from chaotic, it is not

bordering on perfection.
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To describe man's actions in nature, i.e., his

methods of supporting himself with natural resources and

his methods of protecting himself from his environment,

the variable technology, TECH, has been included. The

scaling for technology is probably the most intuitive of

all the variables. At first, it may be difficult to imagine

a maximum (1.0) level of technological capability. Perhaps

one's first impulse is that no limit exists. However,

since technological capability is directly linked to

available natural resources and given that the inflow of

resources from outside the U.S. is constant and the amount

of resources within the U.S. is finite, a maximum

technological capability becomes conceptual, if not

emotionally pleasing. TECH has been started at 0.3 to

suggest that our present technological capability and

application is much less than the maximum. Notice that

TECH includes both "pro" and "anti" ecological technology
1 .

A more explicit model would probably disaggregate these

two possible technological types.

The computer program (see Appendix C) is designed

to increment time by fifty (SO) iterations. The time scale

(horizontal axis) may be calibrated to suit the needs of the

1. In the context of POP-RESO, "pro" ecological
technology is that technology which would tend to cause
ENVI and RESO to increase.
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users and the simulation. For POP-RESO each iteration

will represent a five (5) year period. Thus the total

time horizon is 250 years or from 1965 to 2215.

Model Construction 

This section is concerned with the pairwise

relationships used in POP-RESO and with the mathematical

relationships used in subroutine EXEC (see Appendix C) to

simulate the population through the birth and survival

rates. To explain the pairwise relationships, we will be

concerned only with Figure 5 and its corresponding matrix

of coefficients found in Table 7, in Appendix A.

Figure 5, a model of the eight variables discussed

above, is the simulated result of 24 pairwise relationships

utilizing the cross-impact matrix and three other mathematical

relationships located in subroutine EXEC. A few of these

pairwise relationships from Table 7 are discussed below to

illustrate the process of estimating the coefficient values.

RESO:DEAT

	

0.0	 (direct effect)

-0.1	 (DEP)

-0.1	 (DEN)

	

0.0	 0.2	 (critical levels)

	

0.0	 1.5	 (critical values)
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The direct effect of natural resources on the

death rate is seen to be zero, i.e., if natural resources

remain constant the death rate will not be affected.

The (-0.1) values for the derivative effect says, 1) if

natural resources increase then the death rate will

decrease, but relatively slowly and 2) if natural resources

decrease then the death rate will increase slowly. The
	 f

critical level of 0.2 and critical value of 1.5 indicates

that if natural resources decrease to a value of 0.2

their effect on the death rate becomes much stronger.

CONF:DEAT

	

0.0	 (direct effect)

	

0.1	 (DEP)

	

0.1	 (DEN)

	

0.8	 0.0	 (critical levels)

	

0.8	 0.0	 (critical values)

If conflict remains constant then the death rate

will remain constant (direct effect = 0.0). If conflict

increases the death rate will increase slightly

(derivative effect - positive, DEP = 0.1), and if conflict

decreases the death rate will decrease slightly (derivative

effect - negative, DEN = 0.1). Should the level 
of conflict

reach 0.8 (critical level) then its effect on the death

rate is stronger (critical value = 0.8).
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POP:RESO

	

-0.3	 (direct effect)

	-0.5 	(PEP)

	0.0	 (DEN)

	0.7	 0.0	 (critical levels)

	1.0	 0.0	 (critical values)

Population is given a negative direct effect (-0.3)

on natural resources, i.e., if a population exists, even

one of constant size, natural resources will be used and

thus decreased. Notice that the effects of renewable

resources on themselves is accounted for in the relation-

ship of RESO:RESO. An increasing population is seen to

have a decreasing effect on natural resources (DEP = -0.5).

A decreasing population, however, does not cause an

increase in natural resources, but simply reverts to the

direct effect coefficient (-0.3) and DEN = 0.0. A

critical level has been established at 0.7 with a critical

value of 1.0. Thus, when the population reaches

approximately 270 million persons, the effect of that

growing population on natural resources will become even

stronger.

The remaining twenty pairwise relationships are

developed in similar fashion to the above three examples.

The following section deals with the relationships of

BIRT:POPU, DEAT:POPU, and POPU:AGE, which are located in

subroutine EXEC.



Explanation of Subroutine EXEC

Subroutine EXEC contains the mathematical and

logical statements which govern the simulation of any

relationships not simulated via the cross-impact matrix.

First the death rate is calculated in the following

sequence of statements.

CALCULATE THE NUN ,3ER OF SURVIVING MALES AND FEMALES FROM
THE PREVIOUS TIME PERIOD BY USING THE 1965 SURVIVAL
RATES, BUT ADJUSTING THE1 WITH THE DEATH RATE ADJUSTMENT
FACTOR (A(2)) OBTAINED FROM THE MAIN PROGRAM (KSIM)

DO 20 JJ=2,18
J=20-JJ
ANUmH(J)=ANUNN(J-I)*(1,0-(1.0-SURvM(J-1))*(X(2)*4.))
ANUmF(J)=4NUNP(J-1)*(1.0-(1.0-SURVF(J-1))*(X(2)*4.))
IF(ANumm(J).LT.1.0) ANuW4(J)=0.0

=IF(ANUNF(J).LT.0.0) ANUNF(J)0.0
SU=SUM+ANUMm(J)+ANUNF(J)

20 CONTINUE

CALCULATE THE NEW DEATH RATE WHICH IS PLOTTED AS - DEAT

DEATH(JCNT)=NTOT-SUM)*100.)/(5.*TOT*4.)
IF (DEATH(JCNT).GT.1. 0 ) DEATH(JCNT)=1.0
IF(DE4TH(JcNT).LT.0.001) DEATH(JcNT)=0.001

-Note in the 7th and 8th statements the term (X(2)*4.).

The X(2) is the value of the variable, death rate, as

determined by the cross-impact matrix. Rather than being

used as the actual death rate, it is used as a "death

rate adjustment factor." The term (1.0-SURVM(J-1)) is

the 5-year death rate for males in 5-year age groups

for 1965 as determined by the U.S. Bureau of the Census.

The (X(2)*4.) then adjusts the 1965 death rates. Since

X(2) can vary between 0.0 and 1.0 the range of adjustment

is 0 to 4 times the 1965 rates. Note that in the 14th

statement there is division by 5.0 and 4.0. The 5.0 is
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necessary to calculate an annual death rate from a 5-year

rate. The division by 4.0 is part of the scaling procedure

for DEAT, e.g., if the death rate equals 4.0% it will be

plotted as 1.0.

The birth rate is calculated by these statements.

ANUMM(1)=0.
ANUMF(1)=0,

• CALCULATE THE NUMBER OF BIRTHS OF MALES AND FEMALES
WHICH TOOK PLACE DURING THE PREVIOUS TIME PERIOD BY

• USING THE 1965 HEPTH RATES, RUT ADJUSTING THEM WITH
THE BIRTH RATE AOJUSTMENT FACTOR (X(3)) OBTAINED FROM

• THE MAIN PROGRAM (KSIM)

DO 25 J=3,10
ANUMM(1)=ANUHM(1)+.505DANUMF(J)*BIRF(J) * X(3) * 2./1000.

25 ANUMF(1)=ANUMF(1)+.495*ANUHF(J)*8IRF(J) * X( 3 ) *2 . 110 0 0 .

CALCULATE THE NEW GIRTH RATE WHICH IS PLOTTED AS - BIRT

BIRTH(JCNT)=((ANUM1(1)+ANU 1 F(1))*100.)/(5. * TOT* 4 .)
IF (3IRTH(JCNT).GT.1.0) RIRTH(JCNT)=1.0
IF(bIRTH(JCNT).LT.0.001) BIRTH(JCNT)=0.001

BIRT(J) is the 1965 age specific birth rate per 1000

women, and X(3)*2. is the birth rate adjustment factor

as determined by the pairwise relationships.
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The total population (TOT) and the average age

(AVE) are calculated as follows:

AVE=0.
TOT=0,

CALCULATE THE TOTAL POPULATION

DO 60 J=1.20
AVE=AVE 4 (ANUNM(J)+ANUMF(J))*J

60 TOT=T0T+ANU1H(J)+4NUmF(J)
IF(TOT.GT..001) GO TO 65
TOT=0.9
AVE=0.0
GO TO 70

CALCULATE THE AVERAGE AGE OF THE POPULATION

65 AVE=(AVE/TOT)*5.
70 CONTINUE

X(8)=4VE/80.
X(1)=TOT/389160.
IF(X(I).GE.1.0)X(1)=.9985
IF (X(I).LT..001) X(I)=.001
IF(X(8).GE.1.0) X(8)=.9985
IF(X(8).LT..00I) X(8)=.001

The scaling procedures for TOT and AVE are found in the

14th thru 19th statements.

Model Simulation 

Model simulation involves two steps, (1) analyzing

the simulated results and reconstructing the model and

(2) manipulating the final model and observing the results.

When the first model is constructed, i.e., pairwise

relationships have been developed and any additional

relationships or constraints have been programmed in

subroutine EXEC, the first step of model simulation can

begin. The first model is simulated on the computer and

the graphical results are analyzed. Seldom will the first

computer run produce results that the users agree with.
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A review of the assumptions behind each of the pairwise

relationships and conditionals or constraints in subroutine

EXEC will likely result in a reconstruction of the first

model, producing the second model. This process may take

many cycles before a final, acceptable model is developed.

(The acceptability and validity of a model will be

discussed shortly.) The potential for insight into the

real system should manifest its reality during these

periods of group discussion, analysis and review of the

assumptions behind the model.

The second step of model simulation allows the

users to test the reaction of their simulated system to a

host of possible impacts. Some possibilities are:

1) Change variable starting values to check the

sensitivity of the model.

2) Change the value of coefficients to check

sensitivity and to simulate a real world

policy change.

3) Add constraints to subroutine EXEC to simulate

real world constraints (e.g., zero population

growth).

4) Introduce a new variable to the system or

disaggregate an existing variable.

5) Throw out an old variable that seems to have

little effect on the system.
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This second step represents a chance to both gain insight

into the real world and to test the sensitivity and

reliability of the model. Again, no "performance

function" is offered by which to objectively measure the

validity of the model. Validating simulation models,

especially behavioral-social models remains an unprecise

operation. The operation is not validation in the strict

scientific sense, but rather a test of reasonableness or

credibility. If the model is that of an historical system

then it may be possible to compare its performance with

historical data. If the modeled system is historical, but

the model's time period is in the future then sensitivity

analysis may prove helpful. "In a sensitivity test one or

more factors are changed to determine ... if they help

make the model produce results that match historical data

more closely (Emshoff and Sisson 1970; 205)."

The reaction of the final model to some changed

input (steps 1 thru 5 above) should be explained by

tracing the changed input "forward" or the reaction "backward"

through the system. If a reaction proves counterintuitive,

the users will want to answer the question, "Was the

reaction counterintuitive because the model is invalid or

because this would in fact be the real world response?"
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The answer to this question is crucial to the simulation

and involves no simple analysis. The analysts will want

to meticulously examine their assumptions and relation-

ships until the source of the counterintuitive effect is

explained. An example of a counterintuitive reaction

and its explanation is presented in the following section.

Application of the Second Step in Model Simulation

This section will illustrate the second step in

model simulation. Figure 5 displays the graphical results

of the pairwise relationships in Table 7 and the additional

relationships in subroutine EXEC. Figure 6 is the result

of a change in one pairwise relationship. In Figure 5

there is no relationship between population and birth

rate (see Table 7). However, in Figure 6 a relationship

has been established (see Table 8). The relationship is:

POPU:BIRT

	

0.0	 (direct effect)

	

-0.4	 (DEP)

(DEN)

	

0.6	 0.0	 (critical levels)

	

1.5	 0.0	 (critical values)

This says that an increasing population will cause a

decreasing birth rate and vice versa. This relationship

was introduced to simulate a birth control or "zero

population growth" program. The critical level of 0.6
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and critical value of 1.5 simulates a stronger program in

the event that population reaches 0.6 or approximately

223 million persons. The results of this added relation-

ship as depicted in Figure 6 are (1) BIRT decreases at a

faster rate but then levels off, (2) POPU peaks sooner and

at a lower value, (3) RESO and ENVI decrease at a slower

rate, (4) DEAT reaches a much lower constant value.

Figure 7 is an attempt to combine the "birth

control program" of Figure 6 with a technology of increased

pro-ecological tendencies. In Figures 5 and 6 the relation-

ship between TECH and RESO and TECH and ENVI is:

TECH:RESO

0.0

0.4

0.4

0.0

0.0

0.0

0. 0

TECH: ENVI

0.0

0.4

0.4

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

This says that the overall effect of technology on

resources and environmental quality is in fact pro-

ecological, i.e., if technology increases then RESO and

ENVI increase. This pro-ecological relationship was made

even stronger in Figure 7 (see Table 9) as follows.
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0.0	 0.0

	

0.8	 0.8

	

0.8	 0.8

TECH:RESO	 0.0	 0.0	 TECH:ENVI	 0.0	 0.0

	

0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0

The results of this enhanced relationship provide a

simple example of the counterintuitive effects experienced

in complex, feedback systems. By doubling the derivative

effect coefficients of TECH:RESO and TECH:ENVI, one might

reasonably expect the RESO and ENVI curve to decrease

much more slowly in Figure 7 than in Figure 6 and perhaps

approach a constant value well above zero. While resources

and environmental quality did decrease at a lesser rate in

Figure 7, other results were an increase in birth rate,

decrease in death rate and an increase in population. This

increase in population diminished the effect of a more

pro-ecological technology.



CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS

Objectivity is not a synonym for truth, nor is

subjectivity a synonym for capricious thinking or error.

Man's actions in and attitudes toward his environment

involve perceptions which lie along an objective-subjective

continuum. To exclude his subjective interests and attitudes

(subjective variables), or his ethically perceived actions

(subjective reasoning) is to largely exclude the personal,

societal and cultural levels of analysis. To include only

the physical, quantifiable, objective variables is, in

essence, to place man in the "machine" - the goal of

determinism (Schaeffer 1968). A decision to model an

objective-subjective system with only objective variables

is in fact a subjective decision. Objective models appear

limited to asking the question, "What can we do?" Vickers

(1970; 76) argues that we should not be asking that question,

but rather," What should we want? ... Learning what to want

is the most radical, the most painful, and the most creative

art of life."
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KSIM was developed (Kane 1972a) to allow the input

of subjective variables and reasoning into the simulation

model, and to promote the inclusion and subsequent testing

of the user's intuitive judgements about both objective and

subjective variables and relationships. Forrester (1971; 14)

suggests that intuitive reasoning and mental models of

complex, nonlinear, feedback systems have produced counter-

intuitive results. But this does not mean that man should

abandon intuitive thinking; the first step in the scientific

method (hypothesis formation) is often intuitive. Bruner

(1960 ; 58) states,

The complementary nature of intuitive and
analytic thinking should, we think, be recognized.
Through intuitive thinking the individual may often
arrive at solutions to problems which he would not
achieve at all, or at best more slowly, through
analytic thinking. Once achieved by intuitive
methods, they should if possible be checked by
analytic methods, while at the same time being
respected as worthy hypotheses for such checking.

This paper has stressed the educational worth of

using V-KSIM. The four steps for using this simulation

procedure; 1) problem definition; 2) system conceptualization;

3) model construction; and 4) model simulation, are designed

to promote group discussion and interaction. The cross-

impact matrix format of pairwise relationships provides

the needed simplicity for approaching a complex system of

simultaneously interacting, interdependent variables.

Considering only two variables at a time in systematic
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order decreases the necessity for total system comprehension

and increases the potential for communication (rather than

noie) among the users. The process of determining

relationships and choosing coefficients has the flexibility

necessary for incorporating the group's collective consensus.

When marked differences in opinion occur, the ease with

which a model is reconstructed and rerun allows both opinions

to be tested.

The sample simulation, POP-RESO, was developed in

Chapter 4 to aid in illustrating and detailing the use of

V-KSIM. The four general steps (listed above) were discussed

and applied to POP-RESO. It is noteworthy that although

POP-RESO was originally simply intended for use in explaining

the mechanics of V-KSIM, it did in fact provide insight into

the real system and disclosed what to this author was a

counterintuitive result.

The reader who may be interested in using V-KSIM is

referred to Appendix C for a description of the computer

program and to Appendix B for a second sample simulation.

This second simulation is highly socio-cultural in structure

and provides a view to the large range of variable types

and relationships that V-KSIM can handle.
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The use of V-KSIM does not in and of itself

guarantee that constructive group participation will ensue;

that insight will be gained; or that both spurious and

accurate intuitive thinking will be exposed to the light of

truth. Experiences with the original KSIM and V-KSIM in

various groups indicate that the potential exists, but that

success depends upon the attitude of the group. KSIM as a

language/methodology is simply designed to promote dialogue

and exchange of ideas and this requires a team effort

(Kane 1972b).



APPENDIX A

TABLES OF MATRICES

FOR POP-RESO MODEL
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Table 7. Matrix for POP-RESO without a Birth
Control Program or a More Pro-
Ecological Technology (Figure 5)

P0 PU
DEP
DEN
CRITL	 1,2
CRITV	 1,2

DEATH
DEP -.1 -.1 .1
DEN -.1 -.1 .1
CRITL	1,2 .2 .3 .8
CRITV 1,2 1.5 1.5 .8

BIRTH
DE!' .2 .2 -.1 
DEN .2 .2 -.1 
CRITL	1,2 .3 .3 .7
CRITV	1,2 1.0 1.0 .8

RESO -.3 . 3 -.1 
DE!' -.5 . 3 .3 .4 -.1 
DEN .3 .3 .4 -.1 
CRITL	1,2 .7
CRITV 1,2 1.0

ENVI QUAL -.2 . 2 -.1 
DEP -.5 . 2 .3 .4 -.1 
DEN .2 .3 .4 -.1 
CRITL	1,2 .7
CRITV 1,2 1.0

TECH .1
DEP. .1 .2
DEN • 1 -.1 -.2
CRITL	1,2
CRITV 1,2

CONE
DEP .1 -.2 -.2
DEN .1 -.2 -.2
2RITL 	1,2 • 8 .3 .3
CRITV 1,2 .8 1.0 1.0

kVE AGE
DEP
DEN
2RITL	1,2
:RITV 1,2
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Table 8. Matrix for POP-RESO with a Birth
Control Program (Figure 6)

o

POPU
DEP
DEN
CRITL	 1,2
CRITV 1,2

DEATH
DEP -.1 -.1 .1
DEN -.1 -.1 .1
CRITL	 1,2 .2 .3 .8
CRITV 1,2 1.5 1.5 .8

BIRTH
DEP -.4 .2 .2 -.1
DEN -.4 .2 .2 -.1
CRITL	 1,2 .6 .3 .3 .7
CRITV 1,2 1.5 1.0 1.0 .8

RESO -.3 .3 -.1
DEP -.5 .3 .3 .4 -.1
DEN .3 .3 .4 -.1
CRITL	 1,2 .7
CRITV 1,2 1.0

ENVI QUAL -.2 .2 -.1
DEP -.5 .2 .3 .4 -.1

DEN .2 .3 .4 -.1
CRITL	 1,2 .7
CRITV 1,2 1.0

TECH
DEP .1 .2 .1

DEN .1 -.1 -.2
CRITL 1,2
CRITV 1,2

CONF
DEP .1 -.2 -.2
DEN .1 -.2 -.2

CRITL 1,2 .8 .3 .3

CRITV 1,2 .8 1.0 1.0

AVE AGE
DEP
DEN
CRITL 1,2
CRITV 1,2
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Table 9. Matrix for POP-RESO with a Birth
Control Program and a More Pro-
Ecological Technology (Figure 7)

a
o u.]
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o

POPU
DEP
DEN
CRITL 	1,2
CRITV 1,2

DEATH
DEP -.1 -.1 .1
DEN -.1 -.1 .1
CRITL 	1,2 .2 .3 .8
CRITV 1,2 1.5 1.5 .8

BIRTH
DEP -.4 . 2 .2 -.1
DEN -.4 . 2 .2 -.1 
CRITL 	1,2 .6 .3 .3 . 7
CRITV 1,2 1.5 1.0 1.0 .8

RESO -.3 . 3 -.1 
DEP -.5 . 3 .3 .8 -.1 
DEN .3 .3 .8 -.1
CRITL 1,2 .7
CRITV 1,2 1.0

ENVI QUAL -.2 . 2 -.1
DEP -.5 .2 .3 A -.1 
DEN .2 .3 .8 -.1
CRITL 	1,2 .7
CRITV 1,2 1.0

TECH .1
DEP .1 .2
DEN .1 -.1 -.2
CRITL 	1,2
CRITV 1,2

CONF
DEP .1 -.2 -.2
DEN .1 -.2 -.2
CRITL 	1,2 .8 .3 .3
:RITV 1,2 .8 1.0 1.0

WE AGE
DEP
DEN
:RITL 	1,2
:RITV 1,2



APPENDIX B

SAMPLE SIMULATION OF THE

NATIONAL FOREST SERVICE
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The simulation presented here is a model of the

National Forest Service, the Forest Ranger, and his

administration of the National Forests. Kaufman (1960)

provides a detailed study of the National Forest Service,

however, it is limited to the verbal mode of analysis and

communication. Consequently, the system is not presented

holistically,but only in the form of fragmented relation-

ships severed from the complete system. V - KSIM has been

employed to describe and view (graphically) the system as

a complete unit.

The cross-impact matrix coefficients were obtained

from a class of eight graduate students who had read and

discussed Kaufman's book. Each student completed his own

matrix and these eight matrices were then averaged to give

the final matrix (Table 10).

Eleven variables were chosen to model the system and

are defined as follows.

I) Efficiency (EFF): The concept of achieving

maximum production with minimum use of resources.

2) Growth of the Organization (GROW): Increase in

employees, total budget, and areal control.

3) Goal Accomplishment (GOAL): Developing the

maximum practical yield and achieving multiple beneficial

use of the national forests.
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4) Socio-economic Class Variance (SOCE): The

range of differences in economic and social status of the

rangers as a group.

5) Education (EDUC): The level of group educational

attainment acquired both before and after entering the

service.

6) Internal Communication (COMM): The beneficial

results of reports and directives handled within the

service.

7) Local Capture (CAP): The degree to which the

local community influences policy change.

8) Personal Preferences (PREF): Opinions and

actions of the rangers which conflict with established

policy.

9) Decentralization (DCEN): The degree to which

the service is not centrally organized and controlled.

10) Leadership (LEAD): The degree to which the

national leaders are able to affect any preformed decisions

by the rangers and to persuade them to conform.

11) Identification (IDEN): The "espirit de corps"

or feeling of camaraderie among the rangers and their

co-workers.

Figure 8 shows the graphic results of the

simulation model. Note that the time scale has not been

calibrated. A reasonable estimate for the time period



would be from 1970 to 2000. This particular run

represents the system's response to a high growth rate

(GROW). Analysis of other runs has shown the system's

behavior to be quite sensitive to the simulated growth

rate. However, the importance of this sample simulation

is similar to that of POP-RESO, i.e., to acquaint the

reader with the use of V-KSIM and the variability in

types of systems which can be modeled.
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Table 10. Matrix for the National Forest
Service Model (Figure 8)

F_	 o
o

EFF
DEP
DEN
CRITL	 1,2
CRITV	 1,2

-.20
-.20

.67

.67
.31
.31

.75

.75
.85
.85

-.10
-.10

.-.05
-.05

1.31
1.31

.98

.98
.01
.61

GROW .40
DEP .82 .20 .59 .03 .11 .11 .07 .53 . 3 5 .10
DEN .82 .20 .59 .03 .11 .11 .07 .53 .85 .10
CRITL	 1,2
CRTTV	 1,2

GOAL
DEP 1.36 .75 .27 .92 .84 -.55 -.25 1.26 .77 .31
DEN 1.36 .75 .27 .92 .84 -.SS -.2 5 1.26 .77 .31
CRITL	 1,2 -
CRITV 1,2

SO CE
DEP .35 .36
DEN .35 .36
CRITL	 1,2
CRITV	 1,2

EDUC
DEP .03 .13 .46 .13 .15

DEN .03 .13 .46. .13 .15

CRITL	 1,2
CRITV 1,2

COMM
DEP .79 -.10 .49 .05 .44 -.44 -.43 -.65 .62 .25
DEN .79 -.10 .49 .05 .44 -.44 -.43 -.65 .62 .25
CRITL	 1,2
CR1TV	 1,2

CAP
DLP .03 -.04 -.09 .13 -.04 -.02 .69 .75 -.11 -.7o

DEN .03 -.04 -.09 .13 -.04 -.02 .69 .75 -.11 -.76

CRITL	 1,2
CRITV	 1,2

PREF
DEP -.02 .79 .50 -.09 -.04

DEN -.02 .79 .50 -.09 -.04

CRITL	 1,2
CRITV 1,2

DCEN
DEP .09 .12 .46 -.09 .13 .06 .37 .02

DEN .09 .12 .46 -.09 .13 .06 .37 .02

CRITL	 1,2
CRITV	 1,2

LEAD
DE!' .32 -.05 .20 .15 .60 -.58 -.54 -.41 .18

DEN .32 -.OS .20 .15 .60 -.58 -.54 -.41 .1S

CRITL	 1,2
CRITV	 1,2

IDEN
DEP .49 .07 .14 .69 .50 .40 -.3 1) .04 -.30 .64

DEN .49 .07 ,14 .69 .50 .40 -.30 .04 -.30 .64

CRITL	 1,2
CRITV 1,2 -
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APPENDIX C

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROGRAM

V-KSIM
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PH ) H 4 I\I(I.)T,(A.iTPUT,TAPE 2=I^!PUT, TAPE
-6, TAPE I= OUTPUT, TAP	 10)
REAL T,OTtA(12112),X(1e)16UFR(13,51),OORDS(12),CONST(50)
REAL XTE1P(12)
PEAL SLO m( 1 2), DEP(1 2, 1e) , OFN(12,12),TIrYL(10)
REAL CRITL(12,12,2),CRITV(12,12,2),1)EATH(50),RIRTH(59)
COMMON CITL,CRITV,DEATH,HIRTH
COMMON TIDTIA,X,RUFR,WORDS,CONST,M,NtERR,jCNT,SLOP,DEP,DFM,TITYL
INTEGER H,N,ERRIJCNT
CALL INITIAL()3H6330152S,10,3,0,0)

TO READ IN DATA, CALL SUBROUTINE ID

5 CALL ID

• BEGIN THE SIMULATION WHICH dILL INVOLVE FIFTY (50) TIME
PERIOD ITERATIONS (JCNT=1,50)

JCNT=1
T=0.0
DO 110 JCNT=1,50
DO In /=IIM

10 RUFR(/IJCNT)=X(I)
BLIFR(13,JCNT)=T
DO 25 J=104
C=0.0
IF(JCNT-1)20,20,15

15 CONTINUE

CALCULATE THE SLOPE OF EACH VARIABLE DURING THE PRECEEDING
• TIME PERIOD

C=(BUFR(J,JCNT)-BUFR(J,JCNT-1))/(BUFP(13,JCNT)-BUFR(13,JCNT-1))
20 SLoP(J)=c
25 CONTINUE

INCORPORATE ANY SPECIAL RELATIONSHIPS OR CONSTRAINTS AS
MODELLED IN SUBROUTINE EXEC

CALL EXEC

BEGIN THE CALCULATIONS TO DETERMINE THE IMPACT ON EACH
• VARIABLE FROM THE CROSS-IMPACT MATRIX

DO 100 I=1,N
FNUM=X(I)
SUM1=0.0
SUM2=0,0

C
C	 DETERMINE WHETHER A CRITICAL LEVEL (UPPER OR LOWER) HAS
C	 HEEN ESTABLISHED AND WHETHER THE SLOPE OF THE IMPACTING
C	 VARIARLE IS POSITIVE, NEGATIVE, OR ZERO. THEN CALCULATE
C	 THE EFFECT OF THE IMPACTING VARIARLE ACCORDING To THE
C	 THREE POSIBLE COEFFICIENTS (DIRECT, uERIVATIVE (POSITIVE
C

	

	 AND NEGATIVE), AND CRITICAL (UPPER AND LONER))

DO 75 J=I,M
IF(CRITL(I,J,2).E0.0.0) GO TO 30
IF(A(J).L.E.CRITL(I,J,2).ANo.sLOP(J).LT. 0 . 0) GO TO 50

30 IF(CRITL(I,J,1).E0.0.0) GO TO 35
IF(X(J).E.CRITL(I,J,1).AND.SLOP(J).GT.0.0) GO TO 60

351F (SLOP(J)) 45,40,40
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40 1-Eo=A(I,J)(A)4-mEP(I,J)SLOP(J)
GO TO 73

45 TERk=A(I , J)*X(U)+DEN(I,J)*SLOP(J)
GO TO 70

50 TERM=4(I,J)*X(J)+(JEN(I,J)*SLOP(J))*(1.0+((CPITL(I,J,2)—X(J))
1 /(X(J)**CRI1V(I,J,?))))
MRITE(3,5)I, J , TIC ,2 ITV ( I , J , ) , X(J),CRII"L(I,J,2),SLOP(J),TEPA

55 FORMA1(1H2,(5X,*I=*,I2,3X,*J=*I2,3XOT=*F4.211X,*CRITV(I,J,2)=*
1F4,20X,*X( J )=* F 4 . 3,3 X ,* CRITL(IsJ ,2 )=*F 4 .2,37,,*SLOP(J)=*F10.2,
23XOTERM=*,F10.2))
GO TO 70

60 TERM=A(I,J)*X(J)+COEP(11J)*SLOP(J))*(1.'0+((X(J)—CRTTL(I,J,1))
1 /(( 1 ,0—X(J))**CRITV(I,J,1))))
tvR I T E (3,65) I , J , T , C ,qITV ( I , J,I) , X(J),CRITL(I,J.1),SLOP(J),TERA

65 FORMAT(1110,(SX,*I=41I2,3X,*J=*I?,3X,41-=*F4.RolX,*CPITV(I,J,1)=*
1 F 4 . 2,3 X 0 X ( j ) = * F 4 . 3,3 X , *CR.ITL(I,J+1)=*F4.2,3X,*SLOP(J)=*F10.?,
23Xt*1ERM=*F10,2))

SEPERATE AND ACCUMULATE THE POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE EFFECTS
• ON THE VARIA8LE UNOER CONSIDERATION

70 SUM1=SU01—TERM
SU ,"2=SUMe+TERM
TERM=ABS(TERM)
SUMI=SUM1+TERM
SUM2=SUMe+TERM

75 CONTINUE

CALCULATE THE EXPONENT P(T) AND CALCULATE THE VALUE OF
• THE VARIABLE FOR THE NEXT TIME PERIOD ACCORDING TO THE
• EQUATION	 X(T+ T)=X(T)EXP P(T)

POwER=(1.0 4.(SUml*OT/2.))/(1.0 4.(SUM2*DT/2.))
1F(PowER.LT..01) POWER=.01
IF(POWER.GT.20.)PCNER=20.
FNuM=FNUM**POWER
IF(FNUM-0.001)80980,85

8 0 FNUm=0 . 1:$01
85 IF(FNUM-0.9985)95,90,90
90 FNum=0,9985
95 CONTINUE

XTEMP(I)=FNUM
100 CONTINUE

DO 105 I=I,N
X(I)=XTEmP(I)

105 CONTINUE
T=T+DT

110 CONTINUE

TO PLOT THE RESULTS OF THE SIMULATION, CALL SUBROUTINE CLS

CALL CLS
GO TO 5
END
SUBROUTINE EXEC

SUBROUTINE EXEC CONTAINS ANY RELATIONSHIPS, CONSTRAINTS,
• OR CONDITIONALS THAT ARE REQUIRED TO AUGMENT THE CROSS—

IMPACT MATRIX RELATIONSHIPS

REAL 1O 1 , 4 (12,12),X(12),BUFR(13151),WOROS(12),CONST(50)
REAL SLOP(12),DEP(12,12),DEN(12 , 12) , TITYL ( 10 )
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REAL CRITL(12,12,2),CRITV(1(3,12,2).DEATti(50),RIRTH(50)
COMMON CRITL , CPITV,OEATH,RIRTH
COMm0'4 TIOT,4,X,RUFH.40RoS.CONST,M.N,ri-W,JCNT.SLOR,;)rP,OEM,TITYL
DImENSION AN)3MM(20),ANUMF(20),SURVM(20),SURVF(P0),RI9F(20)
INTEGER UUT
INTEGER M.N,ERRIJCNT
IN=2
OUT=3
IF (JCNT.NE.1) GO TO 15

READ IN THE DEMOGRAPHIC DATA FOR POP—PESO

READ (IN,10)ANUMM,ANU4F,SURVM,SURVF,BIRF
WRITE (OUT15)	 ANUMM , ANWIF,SURVM,SURVFoRIRF

5 FORMAT(In0,10F12.4)
10 FORMAT(1UFR.4)

I=1
DEATR(1)=0.1871
BIRTH(1)=0.398
GO TO

15 CONTINUE
5UM=0.0

CALCULATE THE NUMBER OF SURVIVING MALES AND FEMALES FROM
• THE PREVIOUS TIME PERIOD BY USING THE 1965 SURVIVAL
• RATES, BUT ADJUSTING THEM WITH THE DEATH RATE ADJUSTMENT

FACTOR (A(2)) OBTAINED FROM THE MAIN PROGRAM (KSIM)

DO 20 JJ=2.18
J=20—JJ
ANUMM(J)=ANUMM(J-1)*(1.0—(1.0—SURVM(J-1))*(X(2)*4.))
ANUMF(J)=ANUMF(J-1)*(1.0—(1.0—SURVF(J-1))*(X(2)*4.))
IF(ANUM 4 (J).LT.0.0) ANuMM(J) =0.0
IF(ANUMF(J).LT.0.0) ANUMF(J)=0.0
SUM=SUM+ANUMM(J)+ANUMF(J)

20 CONTINUE

CALCULATE THE NEW DEATH RATE WHICH IS PLOTTED AS — PEAT

DEATH(JCNT)=NTOT—SUM)*100.)/(5.*TOT*4.)
IF (DEATH(JCNT).GT.1.0) DEATH(JCNT)=1.0
IF(DEATH(JCNT).LT.0.001) DEATH(JCNT)=0.001
ANUMM(1)=0,
ANUMF(1)=0.

CALCULATE THE NUMBER OF BIRTHS OF MALES AND FEMALES
WHICH TOOK PLACE DURING THE PREVIOUS TIME PERIOD BY

• USING THE 1965 BERTH RATES, RUT ADJUSTING THEM WITH
THE BIRTH RATE ADJUSTMENT FACTOR (X(3)) OBTAINED FROM
THE MAIN PROGRAM (KSIM)

DO 25 J=3,10
ANUMM(1)=ANUMM(1)+.505*ANOMF(J)*8IRF(J) * X(3) * 2./1000.

25 ANUMF(1)=ANUMF(1)+.495*ANUMF(J)*BIRF(J) * X( 3 ) *2 ./ 10 0 0 .

• CALCULATE THE NEW 6IRTH RATE WHICH IS PLOTTED AS — BURT

BIRTH(JCNT)=HANUMM(1)+ANUMF(1))*100.)/(5. * TOT* 4 •)
IF (BIRTH(JCNT).GT.1.0) RIRTH(JCNT)=1.0
IF(BIRTH(JCNT).LT.0.001) BIRTH(JCNT)=0.001
IF (JCNT.NE.50) GO TO 35
DO 30 J=1.50
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RUF'R(2,J)=T)EATH(J)
BuFR(3.J)=1IRTH(J)

30 CONTINUE
35 CONTINUE

IY=1960+5*I
I=I+I
wRITE(OOT.40)IY

40 FORMAT(1H1,* PEOPLE IN YEAR*,I10)
wRITE(OUT.45)

45 FORmAT(1H0.9HA3E G,t0UP,15X.5HmALES.9X.7HFEMALEs)
DO 50 J=1.20
N=J*5-4
IX=J*5

50 wRITE(oUT,55)IZ,IX.ANUMM(J).ANUMF(J)
55 FORMAT(lHo02,*-*,I3.13X,F10.0,5X,F10.0)

AVE=0.
TOT=0,

CALCULATE THE TOTAL POPULATION

DO 60 J=1.20
AVE=AvE.(ANUmm(J)+ANUMF(J))*J

60 TOT=T0T+ANUmm(J)+ANumF(J)
IF(T0T.GT..001) GO TO 65
TOT=0.Y
AVE=0.0
GO TO 70

• CALCULATE THE AVERAGE AGE OF THE POPULATION

65 AVE=.(AVE/TOT)*5.
70 CONTINUE

X(8)=AVE/80.
X(1)=TOT/389160.
IF(X(1).GE.1.0)X(1)=.9985
IF (X( 1 ).LT..001) X(1)=.001
IF(X(8).GE.1.0) x(3)=.9985
IF(X(8).LT..001) X(8)=.001
wRITE(OUT,75)AVE,ToT

75 FORmAT(1A.* THE AVERAGE AGE OF THE POPULATION IS *,F10.4//
THE TOTAL NUMBER OF PEOPLE IS *.F10.0)

RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE CLS

• SUBROUTINE CLS CONTROLS THE PLOTTING OF THE SIMULATION
RESULTS AND AS SUCH IS NOT IMPORTANT IN UNDERSTANDING

• THE USE OF KSIm

REAL TOT.A(12.12),X(12),BUFR(13.51),40PoS(12),CONsT(50)
REAL SLOP(12),DEP(12.12).DEN(12.12),TITYL(10)
REAL CRITL(12,1292),CRITV(12,12,2)IDEATH(50),RIRTH(50)
INTEGER M,N,ERR,JCAT
INTEGER OUT
COMMON CRITL,cRITV,DEATH.BIRTH
COMMON TvDT,A.X.BUFR.w0RoS,CoNSTem,N,ERP,JCNT.SLOPIDEPIDEN.TITYL
DIMENSION VX(30),VT(30),Cx(30).CY(30),xAx(30).YAX(30),F(30),F(30)
DImENSIOA 2(100),Y(100),C(6)19(6)
DIMENSIOA TITLE(A)
DATA C/0..11.911.'0..0..1./
DATA H/G.00.0.5,8.500.,1./
DATA OUT/3/
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5 FOWIAT(A.I5,7410)
WRITE(OUT,20) (WORDS(J).J=1.1)
DO 10 J=I.50
W R ITE (4DUT , 15)(HUFR(I.J),I=1.1)

10 COTINUE
15 FORMAT(1UX.12(1X9F5.3,3X))
20 FORMAT(*1*,9X412(IXIA8))

CALL RLOT(0..-15..-3)
CALL PLOT(10.,.5.-.3)

C• FIND BORDER OF 8 1/2 3Y 11 INCHES

CALL LINL(C.H.4.1,-1,3)

C DRAW AXIS

CALL PLOT(9.5.1.5.3)
CALL PLOT (1.5,1.5,2)
CALL PL01(1.5.7.0,2/

C READ MAIN TITLES

READ 5, IT,TITLE

C• CENTER WORDS

ZIT=IT
ZT=5.5-Z1T*.12

C• WRITE TITLES ON PLOT

CALL SYM3OL(ZT,7.5..3,TITLE,O.,IT)

C PUT TITLE AAD AXIS LA3ELS ON PLOT
C DEFINE NlYABER OF DIVISIONS FOR AXIS AND
C AVERAGE NUMLiER OF DIGITS IN X

XDIVS=10.
NX=2
YDIVS=10.
NY=1
ADZ=0.
IXDIVS 74 XDIVS
/X= XDIVS +1.
IYDIVS = YDIVS
IY= YDIVS +1.

C DEFINE MAX AND MIN

XMAX=T
XMIN=0.
YMAX=1.
YMIN=0.
DX=CXMAX-XMIN)/X0/VS
DY=(YMAX-YMIN)/YDIVS

C PUT HASH MARKS ON AXIS

DO 25	 I=1,IX
XI= I-1
VX(I)=1.5

25 CX(I)=1.D +(8./XDIVS)*XI
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VX(IX+1)=1).
VX(IX+2)=1.
CX(IX4.1)=n.
CX(IX.2)=1.
Do 30	 I=1.IY
YI= I-1
VY(I)= 1.5

30 CY(I)=1.5 •(5./YDIVS)*YI
VY(IY+1)=(.
VY(IY+I)=0.
VY(IY+2)=1.
CY(IY41)=9.
CY(IY42)=1.
CALL LIN.E(CX,VX,IX.It-1913)
CALL LIN(VY,CYpIY,1,-1.15)

C PUT NUM8ERS OPPOSITE HASH MARKS

ADX= ADZ*.075
DO 35 I=1.IX
XAX(I)=XmIN*DX*FLOAT(I-1)
E(I)= CX(I)- ADX

35 CALL NU 1 mER(E(I),1...15,XAX(I)90..NX)
40 DO 45 I=I.IY

YAX(I)=YMIN+DY*FLOAT(I-1)
F(/)=CY(I)-.125

45 CALL NUAdER(1.,F(I)1.15,YAX(I)90.,NY)
CALL PLOT(1.5.1.5.-3)
DO 55 IZ=1.N
DO 50 10=1.50
Y(I ()=BUFROZ,N)

50 Z(IO)=BuFR(13./O)
Y(5I)=YMIN
Y(52)=DY*YDIVS/5.
Z(51)=XMIN
Z(52)=DX*XDIVS/8.

55 CALL LINE(Z.Y.50.1.J.L)
DX=8./T
DO 85 I= 1 ,N
IMAX=2
DMA X=0.
DO 80 J=2,50
YY=8UFR(I,J)
DMIN=5.
DO 70 L=I.M
IF(I-L)F,U,70.60

60 DIFF=ARS(YY-BUFR(L,J))
IF(DIFF-DMIN)65,70,70

65 DMIN=DIFF
70 CONTINUE

IF(DMIN-OMAX)80,80,75
75 DMAX=DMIN

IMAX=J
80 CONTINUE

0Y=5.
XX=8OFR(13,IMAX)*DX
YY=BUFR(ItIMAX)*DY+.03
ANGLE=ATAN(IHUFR(IPIMAX)-BUFR(ItIMAX - 1 ) ) * DY/( - ((BUFR(1 3, IMAX) -8 UFP

-(13pIMAX- 1))*DX)))
ANGLE=AN6LE*57.29577*( - I.)
CALL SY16OL(XX,YY1.12,WORDS(I),ANGLE , 4)

85 CONTINUE



READ 90.1UCK
90 FORMAT(A4)

IF ( AUCK.L 0 .4HNEXT)RETURN
CALL PL0f(n.t0.,999)
STOP
END
SUHROUTINE IO

SUBROUTINE IO IS AN INPUT—OUTPUT ROUTINE

REAL 7,0T,A(12,12),X(12),HUFR(13,51),w0ROS(12),CONST(50)
REAL SLOP(12)tOEP(12,12),5EN(12,12),TITYL(10)
REAL CRIIL(12,12.2),CRITV(12,12,2),DE4TH(50),eIRTH(50)
COMMON CKITL.CRITV,DEATH,6IRTH
COMMON TIDT,A,X.8UFR,WORDS+CONST,M,NrERR,JCNTISL0R,DEP,DEN,TITYL
INTEGER M , N , ERRoJCNT,IN,OUT
IN=2
OUT=3

READ IN THE TITLE, SIZE, AND DT VALUE FOR THIS SIMULATION

READ(INNIIM,DT,TITYL
5 FORMAT(Ie , 2X,I2,3X,F10.3,10A4)

IF(M)10,15,20
10 CONTINUE
15 CONTINUE

M=N
20 CONTINUE

WRITE OUT THE TITLE, SIZE, AND DT VALUE

WRITE(OUT,60)
WRITE(OUT,25)TITYL

25 FORMAT(*U*,1044)
WRITECOUT,30)M0

30 FoRmAT(*uTHis Is A *912,4 BY *02,* SYSTEM*)
WRITE(OUT,35)DT

35 FORMAT(*uTHE TIME SCALE OF THIS SIMULATION IS
— F7.4)

50 INCREMENTS OF

READ IN THE NAMES AND STARTING VALUES OF THE VARIABLES

READ(IN114())(WORDS(I),I=1,M)
40 FORmAT(A6,1X17(A8,2X))

READ(IN,45)(X(I),I=1,M)
45 FORMAT(F9,3,6F10.3,F11.3)

READ IN THE DIRECT, DERIVATIVE, AND CRITICAL COEFFICIENTS,
I.E.. THE CROSS—IMPACT MATRIX

DO 50 I=I+N
REAU(IN,45)(A(I,J),J=1,M)
READ(/(4,45)(DEP(I,J),J=1,M)
READ(IN,45)(DEN(I,J),J=1,M)
REAU(IN,5) HCRITL(I,J,K),K=1,2),j=1,M)
READ(IN,55) ((CRITV(I,J,K),K=1,2),J=1,M)

50 CONTTNlk
55 FORMAT(F4.1114F5.1,F6.1)

WRITE OUT THE CROSS—IMPACT MATRIX

WRITE(OUT,60)(WORDS(J),J=1,M)
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60 FOmAT(*1*,)A,12(1A,A;i))
00 90 I=1,N
WRITE(OUT,65)WOR')S ( I),(A(I,J),J=1,M)

65 FORNAT(*°*,A6,1A.F.2,11(FR.2))
WRITE(OU1,70) (OEP(I1J),J=10)

70 FORMAT(IA , *DEP*13X+12F9.2)
WR/TE(001,75) (DEN(I,J),J=10)

75 FORMAT (I X9*DEN*,3X.12F9.2)
WRITE(OUT980) ((CRITOI,J,K),K=192),J=1.M)

80 FORNAT(IAI*CRITL 112*IX,12(F4.1,F4.1.11X))
wRITE(001985) NCRITV(I,J,K),K=1+2),J=1 ,11)

85 FOPNIAT(1A,*CRITV 1,2*lA112(F4.1.F4.1,1())
90 CONTINUE

RETURN
END
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Description of Variables 

1. Main Program (V-KSIM)

A	 Direct effect coefficient

BUFR	 Stores the values of each simulated variable (X)

for every time period

Variable used in conjunction with SLOP

CRITL	 Critical levels for each pairwise relationship,

both upper and lower (1 & 2)

CRITV	 Critical values or coefficients for each

pairwise relationship, both upper and lower

(1 & 2)

DEN	 Derivative effect (negative) coefficient

DEP	 Derivative effect (positive) coefficient

DT	 Used as an aid in adjusting and calibrating the

plotted time scale (horizontal axis) - value is

specified by user (for POP-RESO, DT = 0.2)

FNUM

	

	 Temporary variable equal to the value of a

simulated variable (X)

JCNT	 Counter for the number of time period iterations

Number of column variables in the cross-impact

matrix

Number of row variables in the cross-impact

matrix
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POWER	 Exponent to which a simulated variable is

raised (equals P i (t) in equations (2) and (3),

Chapter 3)

SLOP	 Slope of each simulated variable in a single

time period

SUM1	 Accumulates the negative effects on a simulated

variable

SUM2	 Accumulates the positive effects on a simulated

variable

Unitless time counter

TERM	 Effect of one simulated variable upon another;

includes direct, derivative and critical effects

X	 Simulated variable

XTEMP	 Temporary storage for X

2. Subroutine (EXEC)

ANUMF

ANUMM

AVE

BI RF

BIRTH

BUFR

DEATH

Estimated number of females in the U.S. in 1965

Estimated number of males in the U.S. in 1965

Average age of the simulated population

Birth rates (1965) for females between the

ages 15-50

Simulated birth rate, plotted as BIRT

See (V-KSIM)

Simulated death rate, plotted as DEAT
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Counter

IX	 Used in conjunction with IZ to print out the

population by age groups and sex

IY	 The year of the simulation, incremented by

5-year intervals

IZ	 Used in conjunction with IX

JCNT	 See V-KSIM

SUM	 Accumulates the surviving males and females

SURVF	 Survival rates (1965) for females according

to age

SURVM	 Survival rates (1965) for males according to

age

TOT	 Total simulated population

X(1) Total simulated population divided by twice

the 1965 population (in thousands) and plotted

as POPU

X(2) Death rate adjustment factor, which is calculated

in V-KSIM according to the cross-impact matrix

relationships

X(3)	 Birth rate adjustment factor, which is

calculated in V-KSIM according to the cross-

impact matrix relationships

X(8)	 Average age of the simulated population (AVE)

divided by 80 and plotted as AVE



3. Subroutine (TO)

Only those variables which have not been described

in V-KSIM or EXEC are listed here.

TITYL
	

Name of the model being simulated, e.g.,

POP-RESO

WORDS
	

Names of the simulated variables, e.g., POPU,

DEAT, etc.
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DO

FLOW CHART, MAIN PROGRAM V—KSIM

( START 

 ICALL TO

[JCNT=1

v

T=0.0 

le 

 I LOOP FOR 50 TIME PERIOD
ITERATIONS, JCNT=1, 50

DO

LOOP TO STORE THE PRESENT
VALUE OF EACH SIMULATED
VARIABLE, X(I), IN THE
ARRAY BUFR (,JCNT) 

STORE THE VALUE OF THE TIME
COUNTER, T, IN BUFR(13, JCNT)

LOOP TO CALCULATE THE SLOPE
OF EACH VARIABLE DURING THE
PRECEEDING TIME PERIOD 

88

1-7767071

DO

000



000

A
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( )                     

C=(BUFR(J,JCNT)-
BUFR(J,JCNT-1))/
(BUFR(13,JCNT)-
BUFR(13,JCNT-1))                    

END OF LOOP SLOP(J)=C

DO

CALL EXEC

LOOP TO VARY THE ROW
VARIABLES IN THE CROSS-
IMPACT MATRIX

DO 100 I=1,N

FNUM=X(I)

F-STTIT= 0 . 0

F-S-1-7M2=0.0

OCDC)



LOOP TO VARY THE COLUMN
VARIABLES IN THE CROSS-
IMPACT MATRIX

DOES THE
LOWER CRITICAL LEVEL

=ZERO?

IS THE
IMPACTING VARIABLE

< THE LOWER CRITICAL LEVEL,
AND IS ITS SLOPE <

ZERO?

DOES THE
UPPER CRITICAL

LEVEL =
ZERO?
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e
IS THE

IMPACTING
VARIABLE > THE

UPPER CRITICAT: LEVEL,
AND IS ITS SLOPE

> ZERO?

YES

NO

( -)
	

IS THE
	

(+ )

SLOPE OF THE
IMPACTING
VARIABLE

(0)

THE IMPACT EQUALS THE DIRECT
EFFECT COEFFICIENT TIMES THE
IMPACTING VARIABLE PLUS THE
DERIVATIVE EFFECT (POSITIVE)
TIMES THE SLOPE OF THE
IMPACTING VARIABLE

THE IMPACT EQUALS THE DIRECT
EFFECT COEFFICIENT TIMES THE
IMPACTING VARIABLE PLUS THE
DERIVATIVE EFFECT (NEGATIVE)
TIMES THE SLOPE OF THE
IMPACTING VARIABLE

V



THE IMPACT EQUALS THE DIRECT
EFFECT TIMES THE IMPACTING
VARIABLE PLUS (THE DERIVATIVE
EFFECT (POSITIVE) TIMES THE
SLOPE OF THE IMPACTING VARI-
ABLE TIMES THE CRITICAL EFFECT
TERM WHICH INCLUDES THE UPPER
CRITICAL LEVEL AND VALUE)
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THE IMPACT EQUALS THE DIRECT
EFFECT TIMES THE IMPACTING
VARIABLE PLUS (THE DERIVATIVE
EFFECT (NEGATIVE) TIMES THE
SLOPE OF THE IMPACTING VARI-
ABLE TIMES THE CRITICAL EFFECT
TERM WHICH INCLUDES THE LOWER
CRITICAL LEVEL AND VALUE)

WRITE OUT
I, J, T, CRITV(I,J,2),
X(J), CRITL(I,J,2),
SLOP(J), AND TERM

\
WRITE OUT

I, J, T, CRITV(I,J,1),
X(J), CRITL(I,J,1),
SLOP(J), AND TERM

ISUM1=SUM1-TERM

I SUM2=SUM2+TERM
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1 SUM2=SUM2+TERM
END OF LOOP

.CALCULATE THE
EXPONENT Pi(t),
CALLED POWER

CALCULATE THE VALUE OF THE
VARIABLE WHICH IS BEING
IMPACTED UPON FOR THE NEXT
TIME PERIOD



(+)

IFNUM=0.9985

I XTEMP(I)=FNUM
END OF LOOP

x(I)=xTEmp(i)

T=T+DT

END OF LOOP

CALL CLS

END )
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SUBROUTINE EXEC

( START )

YES

\ 	READ IN
ANUMM, ANUMF, SURVM/

SURVF, BIRF

\

	WRITE OUT
ANUMM, ANUMF, SURVM,

SURVF, BIRF

I = 1

Y 
I DEATH(1)=0.18711

BIRTH(1) =0.3781

I SUM=0.0
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CALCULATE THE NEW DEATH
RATE:	 DEATH(JCNT)=
((TOT - SUM)*100.)/(5.*TOT*4.

DO

IS
DEATH(JCNT)

>1.0?

DEATH(JCNT)=1.0

IS
DEATH(JCNT)
<0.001?

DEATH(JCNT)=.001

Y

DO
1
LOOP TO CALCULATE THE
NUMBER OF BIRTHS DURING
THE PREVIOUS TIME PERIOD

V

YES

ANUMM(1)=

ANUNF(1)= 0.

A
LOOP TO CALCULATE THE
NUMBER OF SURVIVING MALES
AND FEMALES
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CALCULATE THE NEW BIRTH
RATE: BIRTH(JCNT)=((ANUMM(1)
+ANUMF( 1 )) * 100.) 1 (5.*TOT*4.)

LOOP TO STORE THE DEATH
AND BIRTH RATES FOR THE
ENTIRE SIMULATION IN THE
ARRAY, BUFR



\
WRITE OUT THE YEAR THE
SIMULATION IS PRESENTLY IN,
AND THE NUMBER OF MALES AND
FEMALES IN EACH OF THE
TWENTY AGE GROUPS
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I AVE=0.0
\/1 

IT T=0.0

LOOP TO CALCULATE THE TOTAL
POPULATION

DO

TOT=0.0

V

AVE=0.0

CALCULATE THE AVERAGE AGE:
AVE=(AVE/TOT)*5.

lx(8)=AVE/80.



1 X(1)=TOT/389160. 1
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\ WRITE OUT
AVE, AND TOT 

( RETURN)

Y
( END
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